This paper reports progress towards the integration of a Level Set based geometry kernel with an octree-based cut-Cartesian mesh generator, RANS flow solver and post-processing within a single piece of software. Recent research has concentrated on parallelizing the entire process with commodity PC clusters as the target. The aim of this work is to eliminate all serial bottlenecks from the CFD Process -including the geometry kernel and its editing & management during design optimization. The focus in this particular paper is the mesh generation. The ultimate aim is to allow rapid prototyping design optimization to take place on geometries of arbitrary size in a spirit of a real time computer game.
I. Introduction
Commodity PC clusters are cheap & commonplace and the technical quality of both mesh generators & flow solvers is sufficient for serious, engineering application. In the real world, CFD simulations are getting bigger. In turbomachinery, flutter & noise simulations routinely consider several blade rows covering the whole annulus and demand meshes in the 50M range. Engine-airframe integration simulations have to consider not just whole annuli but also significant local airframe scenery and are already pushing towards 100M cells. Airframe simulations, especially those with deployed flaps or undercarriage, are similarly nudging 100M+ cells. Motorsport simulations are right out in front, especially open wheel designs, with whole car simulations demanding meshes pushing towards 300M. Simulations of pollutant dispersion at the micro-to-meso scale in realistic city geometries look set for 1B cell resolution. So what are the bottlenecks which might inhibit this trend; in particular, where are the serial bottlenecks?
Over the years the flow solver itself was considered to be the bottleneck and virtually all parallelization strategies and techniques were devised for and applied to the solver. These days all front rank solvers have good parallel performance and many can sustain that performance on meshes well into the 100M+ range. Curiously, however, most of this work has been "vanilla" in the sense that existing solver technology was simply ported into parallel; the inverse question, what might be a good solver algorithm for efficient parallelization, seems only to have been addressed rather superficially by, for example, choosing explicit rather than implicit matrix-based methods from the existing tried & tested armoury.
Anyone with real-world experience of large simulations quickly realizes that generating & partitioning the mesh represents a key serial bottleneck. The move towards 64 bit architectures will obviously permit bigger meshes to be generated on a given PC but the speed of the generation will become unacceptably slow (64 bit machines are little different in speed to 32 bit ones but simply overcome the 4Mb address limit of the latter). There is some research on parallel mesh generation but it is not obvious how to partition efficiently the tried & tested "vanilla" approaches of multi-block structured or Delaunay-based unstructured. Certainly little is available commercially and current limits are of order 60M cells. Most approaches to then build bigger meshes are like "chunking" whereby the CAD model is cut up into smaller pieces (assuming the availability of suitable tools) and then meshed separately with common inter-domain boundaries to be merged later (but achieving contiguous viscous layers rapidly become a nightmare…).
Similar issues of size and speed make post-processing a serial bottleneck which cannot be resolved with the shift to 64 bit architectures. One of the very few available parallel post-processing packages is the pioneering pV3 (Haimes [1997] ) but even this is limited by rendering rate (the numbers of triangles per second which the graphics engine can comfortable handle) and would need parallel decimation strategies to be devised and implemented.
Then there is the CAD model itself. It would appear that the current geometry modeling paradigm, based on BREP patches/edges/topology bindings, is inherently serial. Why does this matter? It matters because geometries are getting bigger and more complex (and 64 bit will increase model size but with little improvement in processing speed) and also because the trend in automatic design optimization is to interact directly with the CAD. Software like CAPRI (Haimes et al [1999] ) enables direct interrogation of the solid modeling kernel underpinning the (hopefully parameterised) CAD model but for large simulations and/or extensive optimizations everything must run in parallel -and one figure of merit for the optimizer is to minimize the number of licences tied up.
The research reported in this paper was motivated by asking the question: what would it take for the entire CFD Process from CAD-to-mesh-to-solver-to-post-processing to be inherently parallel, scalable and without any serial bottlenecks? An interesting way forward appears to be the integration of a geometry kernel based on a Level Set approach with an octree-based cut-Cartesian mesh generator, RANS flow solver and post-processing within a single piece of software. Some basic building-block work was reported by Dawes [2005] . More recent research, reported in this paper, has concentrated on parallelizing the entire process with commodity PC clusters as the target. The ultimate aim of this research is to allow rapid prototyping design optimization to take place on real geometries of arbitrary size in a spirit of a real time computer game.
II. An Integrated, Parallel, Geometry Engine, Mesh Generator, Flow Solver & Post-Processor

A. Algorithmic architecture
The background to the new work presented here is the exploration of the possibilities offered by the integration of the solid modelling directly with the mesh generation & with the flow solution. This research combines ideas from solid modelling (see for example Samareh [1999 Samareh [ ,2001 ] & Haimes et al [1998] ) with virtual sculpting (see for example, Galyean et al [1991] , Perng et al [2001] and Baeretzen [2001] ) combined in the context of a simple, cutCartesian mesh flow solver ( see Bussoletti et al [1985] or Aftosmis et al [1998] ). A recent publication (Dawes [2005] ) set out these building blocks and showed their potential as a rapid prototyping design tool.
The core of the new code ("BOXER") is a very efficient octree data-structure acting simultaneously as a search engine, as a spatial occupancy solid model and as an adaptive, unstructured mesh for the flow solver. This provides unlimited geometric flexibility and very robust mesh generation. The solid model is initialised by the import of a tessellated surface from a variety of potential sources (most CAD engines have an STL export) or by direct interrogation of the CAD solid model kernel itself. The solid model is captured on the adaptive, unstructured Cartesian hexahedral mesh very efficiently by cutting the tesselated boundaries using basic computer graphics constructs developed for interactive 3D gaming (aimed at real-time collision detection). This geometry capture is very fast; for example, a body represented by about 1M surface triangles can be imported into a mesh of around 11M cells (with 6-7 levels of refinement) in approximately 2 minutes on a single, top-end PC. The spatial occupancy solid model is then sampled as a distance field and managed as a Level Set; this forms a solid modeling kernel to support the activities of the code. Adaptive mesh refine/de-refine for the flow and for the geometry, via the distance field, enables both moving bodies and topology editing -flow sculpting (see Dawes [2005] ). The algorithmic architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The associated 3D RANS solver was adapted from an existing unstructured mesh RANS solver (Dawes et al [2001] ) with the additional complications of handling hanging nodes and the cut cells. The cut cells are the big disadvantage of the Cartesian approach. For the present, rather exploratory research, the simple ghost cell approach of Viecelli [1971] was adopted as it is very robust; this relies on storing for each cut cell the local body normal. More accurate approaches are certainly possible and, although not shown in this paper, BOXER has also the ability to delete out the cut cells and build layered viscous meshes along body normals.
B. Software architecture
The algorithmic architecture described above was chosen precisely because each building block is inherently parallelizable.
The octree-based cut-Cartesian mesh generation algorithm works very nicely in parallel. The hexahedral cells are cut by local interactions with individual triangles from the STL/VRML input, or with reference to the local value of the distance field. This can be partitioned easily over a number of domains (as can the STL/VRML input itself which may contain millions of triangles). At the moment load balancing between domains is static and based on the spatial distribution of the input geometry triangulation; the next challenge is to introduce dynamic balancing. Communication between domains is relatively small and mainly related to the constraint to maintain cell-cell transitions at no more than h-2h.
The flow solver is straightforward to make parallel and a simple halo cell methodology was implemented as special ghost cells within the code's existing data structures.
Post-processing is relatively easy to implement in parallel. Unlike streamlines, cut surface extraction & iso-surface extraction, for example, do not even need inter-domain communication. Each partition contributes a set of triangles (with each node storing X,Y,Z and a scalar, like Mach number) which is then sent to the master process, combined with all the other contributions, and then rendered subject to selected transformations and lighting models. In future work, the child processes will also decimate their contributions to maximize the front end rendering rate.
The underpinning solid modeling kernel, the Level Set representation of the spatial occupancy solid model, is simply based on manipulating a field variable, the distance field, and so can also be trivially parallelized -as can any tools to manipulate the geometry. This appears to offer this sort of solid modeling kernel a big advantage & opportunity compared to the conventional BREP alternatives.
The structure developed to integrate these building blocks in parallel was an event queue managed, child-parentsibling hierarchy implemented in a mixture of C and FORTRAN using OpenGL/glut and MPI. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
III. Example applications
The focus of this paper is on mesh generation; future publications will be more concerned with flow solving & postprocessing. This section contains some sample applications selected to illustrate not only the parallel performance of the mesh generation but also the generation of meshes simply too large for single PC.
A. Classic speed-up tests for a simple shrouded turbine -2.27M cells
The first example is the simple case of a shrouded turbine blade which can be adequately resolved with a relatively coarse mesh of about 2.27M cells. The hardware deployed was a simple laptop front-end connected via the office network to a cluster of 16 PC's. Each of these PC's has a 2.5GHz Pentium IV processor with only 1Gb RAM; they are interconnected by simple 1Gb/s Ethernet in a dedicated circuit. Figure 3 shows the mesh generation time in seconds on 1, 2, 4, 8 & 16 PC's together with a reference "theoretical" performance. As can be seen, for this small mesh the generation time becomes communication-bound beyond 8 PC's. Nevertheless, 10 seconds is a remarkably small time for a mesh for this class of geometry. This static domain decomposition is simple to implement but not necessarily the most efficient since it merely shares the work roughly equally between processors rather than minimising communicate relative to compute loading. Future work will certainly focus on better partitioning and also dynamic as well as static load balancing.
B. New York -5.36M cells
The next example was chosen to illustrate some of the opportunities that scalable, parallel mesh generation will open up for geometries of class city.
Increasingly, in areas of strong current interest like pollution dispersion, there is a need to link local building/street "micro" scale simulations based on CFD to large, regional "macro" scale simulations based on modelling. Hence, simulations combining elements of both CFD and modelling for the "meso" scales associated with entire cities are within sight.
The example chosen here was New York, available in STL or VRML formats readily on the internet (see for example: www.3dCADbrowser.com). Figure 5 shows two mesh cuts through a modest 5.36M cell mesh -this places only about 4-8 mesh spacings per building width but is sufficient to provide a realistic spatial distribution of blockage down at building/street scale. This is just too large to run well on a cluster of 4 PC's (the partitioning is not totally equal and one of the four PC's needs to run virtual) but runs very nicely on 8 and 16 PC's. The mesh shown in Figure 5 was generated on 16 PC's in only 52 seconds and the right hand plot is coloured to display the individual partitions.
The ability to generate a mesh so quickly from the tessellated input (input could also be taken from Digital Elevation Mapping datasets) means that it would be practical to start up a simulation in response to a particular pollution event for any city pre-stored in a library. 
C. F18 aircraft -19.9M cells
The last example, illustrated in Figure 6 , is a 19.9M cell mesh generated for a F18 aircraft imported in STL format. This mesh is too big for anything other than the complete cluster of 16 PC's -and is generated in only 64 secondsneatly demonstrating the objective of pursuing fast, parallel meshing. 
IV. Concluding Remarks; Future Plans
This paper has attempted to show that it may be possible to construct a practical simulation system which is inherently parallel and scalable by integrating a solid modeling kernel, mesh generator, flow solver & post-processor within a single piece of software. The serial bottlenecks which represent an increasing restriction to more orthodox CFD Processes as geometries and problem sizes get bigger and more complex can be overcome by a radical rethink. Future work will try to exploit this new paradigm for rapid prototyping design optimization.
